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Our main purpose is to explain, by a fairly simple abstraction, the known con- 
nection between free A-rings and representations of monomial groups. Knutson [4] 
has referred to a special case of this as the fundamental theorem of symmetric 
group representations. The basic result is due to MacDonald [7]: namely, that 
akZO R(f I. Z;;) is the free I.-ring on the set of irreducible representations of r. Here 
Z, is the symmetric group, r ‘1 Zk is wreath product, and R(-) denotes the repre- 
sentation ring (over C). The special case of Knutson is with r the trivial group and 
uses the solution (e.g. [3], (61) to a problem he states in [4; page 1351. 
Our observation is that there is a functor exp from abelian groups to graded rings 
with two properties: 
(i) OkZO R(T I-Z,) s exp R(T); 
(ii) If A is any abelian group, exp A has a natural A-ring structure making it the 
free A-ring generated by A. 
The functor exp is simply the adjoint to the ‘special units of the completion’ 
functor. Section I is taken up with the somewhat edious but entirely elementary 
defining of structure maps associated to exp and with proving their properties. 
Section 2 exhibits the relation with representations, most of which is already 
contained in [3]. In Section 3 we use exp to give ‘linearized’ axioms for E.-rings, and 
in Section 4 we deal with point (ii) above. 
I wish to thank Ian MacDonald for some useful comments. In particular, he has 
pointed out that one should be able to generalize this material, replacing Z by an 
arbitrary binomial ring K (that is, (;) EK for all n E N and XEK). Thus abelian 
groups are replaced by K-modules, A-rings by K-A-algebras, etc. Details of this are 
formal, and it seemed best for clarity to keep the present level of generality. 
MacDonald had earlier considered the notion of the A-ring generated by an abelian 
group, a notion which (surprisingly perhaps) does not seem to occur in the published 
work of Grothendieck. I am also grateful to R. Fossum for some comments 
concerning notation. 
In aN statements of results and definitions, the isolated occurrence of a diagram is 
to be taken to denote the phrase asserting that the diagram is commutative. All 
tensor products are over Z. 
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1. The functor exp 
The objects defined and studied in this section may seem at first somewhat 
unmotivated. Special cases of them occur more concretely in Section 2, to which 
readers may wish occasionally to refer for motivation. The reader will hopefully be 
indulgent with our use of the non-word ‘gring’ below. It is used as a reminder that 
our graded rings do not satisfy the usual commutativity condition. 
Definitions. The word ring will always mean commutative ring wifh 1. A gring 
R is a sequence {R; 105 i< 00) of abelian groups, plus group homomorphisms 
x : R;@Rj+R;+j, which make 0, R; into a ring. (We require strict commutativity 
and not the usual graded ring commutativity; doubling all indices would fit in with 
algebraic conventions and certain topological motivations, but would mess up the 
notation.) Gring tensor products are defined in the obvious way. Notation such as 
xx or x@ x for the product in R@S is sometimes used, when the products in R 
and in S are both denoted x, especially when R or S has another product. 
If R is a gring, define 
.!?=I+ fi Ri, 
,=l 
a commutative group using x. This gives a functor A from grings to groups. If R has 
a long name, we denote Z? by (long name)*. If A is an abelian group, a map A -R^ is 
exponential iff it is homomorphic from + to X. Among the class of such maps for 
fixed A and various R, a universal exponential map will always be denoted 
C“ : A *(exp A)^. 
Thus exp is by definition the adjoint to A. It exists by the next result. 
Theorem 1.1. For each abelian group A, there exists a gring exp A and a universal 
exponential map A -5 (exp A)-. This determines exp A up to a unique iso- 
morphism, and gives a functor exp from abelian groups to grings. 
Proof. Universality means that for all exponential 0: exp A-R there is a unique 
gring map C$ : exp A 4 R such that 0 = 4 0 E. The second sentence is then the usual 
abstract nonsense, and only existence needs thought. Present A using generators 
(a, ) y E r} and relations. Then form the polynomial gring 
with one indeterminate g,; of degree i for each ay and each integer i > 0. Finally let 
exp A be the quotient gring where we impose one relation in each positive degree for 
each relation in the presentation of A - namely, the homogeneous component of the 
corresponding multiplicative relation arising from requiring that 
~:a~- 1+ i g,; 
,=I 
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determines a well defined exponential map. To check that E is universal is quite easy. 
Proposition 1.2. The map 
A @B-(exp A @exp B)-, (a,b)- 1 + 1 &:lO@&,Bb, 
i-/>fl 
is universal exponential. Hence we get a natural isomorphism 
w’.~: exp(A @B)-+exp A@exp B. 
Proof. An exponential map A@B --!+ R yields a pair of such maps A-+R+B, and 
thence gring maps exp A 2 R Lexp B. It is then easily seen that 
expA@exp B- “’ R@RAR 
is a gring map factoring 0 as required. The rest of the proof is obvious. 
Definition. By a Hopf algebra we shall always mean a gring R plus a gring map 
d : R+R@R which is strictly coassociative and cocommutative, and for which 
RozZ generated by 1 with projection onto RO acting as a counit for d. 
Proposition 1.3. The diagonal map A 2 ABA gives 
cup 6 & .A 
A :expA- exp(A @A) 7 expA@expA 
which makes exp A into a Hopf algebra; in fact, exp lifts to the category of Hopf 
algebras. 
Proof. Coassociativity and cocommutativity come from corresponding diagrams 
involving 6. The rest is even easier. 
Proposition 1.4. Zf H and H’ are Hopf algebras, then a gring HomO(H, H’) is 
defined by 
[HomO(H, H’)lk = Hom(Hk, HL) 
with multiplication x given by 
J; Xfi : H,+j --%-+ H,@H, 
r,@,r, 
___* H;OH,‘A H,‘+j. 
Furthermore the set HopfAlg(H, H’) of Hopf algebra maps is a subgroup of 
Home(H, H’)-. 
This is well known and elementary. 
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Products 
Theorem 1.5. For abelian groups A and B, there are unique homomorphisms for all 
kr0 
LQB : expk A@exp, B-expk(A @B) 
such that,uk(&~a@&~b)=&~@‘(a@b) and(l.5.1) and(1.5.2) hold. 
expi A@expj A @exp,+j B 
X81 
+ ew, +, AOew,+, B 
exp, A@exp, A@exp, BOexp, B 
(P@Pu)“P 
p (1.5.1) 
1 
expi(A@B)@expj(A@B) 
1 
x 
l exp;+j(A OB) 
P 
eXpkA@ZXp,B- expk(AO B) 
I z I 2 
expk B@expk A 
fl 
- ewk(BOA) 
Furthermore p is natural for maps of A and B, and satisfies 
expk A @expk B@eXpk c fl61 ----‘-‘eXpk(A~B)@eXpkc 
1OP I I fl 
expk A @eXpk(B@ c) ’ + exP,dA@B@C) 
(15.2) 
(15.3) 
Note. In (1.5.1) and elsewhere, indices are omitted from maps when ambiguity 
doesn’t threaten. The letter 8 will always denote some permutation of factors in a 
tensor product, which one being contextually obvious. The names for (1.5.1), 
(1.5.2) and (1.5.3) are reciprocity, commutativity and associativity respectively. 
Using (1.5.2) one easily deduces the other reciprocity with the roles of A and B 
interchanged. 
Proof of 1.5. Since expk A @expk B is additively generated by elements of the form 
(Ei,(lt x &i2a2 x ***)@(Ejlb1 X *.*), 
the reciprocities how that y is determined by its effect on elements &ka@&kb; hence 
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uniqueness (which alternately and less computationally follows from the existence 
argument below). To construct p, consider the exponential map 
A - HopfAlg[exp L3, exp(A @B)], 
a- 1 + C expk(b-a@b). 
k->0 
By 1.4, this gives a gring map 
exp A + Hom,Jexp f3, exp(A 0 B)]. 
Define ~2,~ to be the adjoint of the k-th component of this map. Naturality and the 
formula on eka@ekb are trivial. Diagram (1.5.1) is just a rewrite of the definition of 
x in Homo. Diagram (1.5.2) is most easily seen by first proving the other reciprocity 
directly from the definition of d, then reducing it to checking on elements 
eka@&,b, where (1.5.2) is obvious. Finally (1.5.3) is immediate from the three 
reciprocities for triple products which (1.5.1) and (1.5.2) imply, plus the fact that 
both maps in (1.5.3) send eka@ekb@ekc to ek(aab@c). 
The following corollaries are mechanical consequences of 1.5 and the definitions, 
using (1.5.3) for the associative laws needed. 
Corollary 1.6. Each ring structure ABA +A induces, for all k, ring structures 
P 
expk A @ expk A 
eup,(. ) 
- expk(A @A) - expk A 
which satisfy reciprocity with respect o x and A. We get a lifting and e,utension of 
exp to 
exp : rings --ringrings, 
where a gringring is a Hopf algebra with extra products, one for each i making Ri a 
ring, and satisfying reciprocity as we vary i. Let R be a gringring and 8, : A * Ri be 
functions with A,jB,+;(a) = B,a@B,a and such that t9: A-+R^ is exponential. Then 8 
is multiplicative (i.e. 6k(aa’)=(#ka)(8x_a’) for all k) iff the corresponding maps 
expk A + Rk are ring homomorphisms. In particular, E/1 is multiplicative. 
Corollary 1.7. If A is a ring and B is an abelian group, then each module structure 
v : A @ B* B induces module structures 
P 
Vk:eXPkA@eXpkB- eXpk(A @B) = eXpk B, 
where expk A is a ring as in 1.6. If B is a ring which is an A-algebra via v, then the 
ring structure on expkB from 1.6 is an expk A-algebra structure via vk. 
Note. With A = 2, we get an expk Z-module structure on expk B for every abelian 
group B. 
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Corollary 1.8. If (R, x) is a gring, then for each k, the sequence {exp,R, 1 ir 0) 
becomes a gring under 
@ : expk Ri@expk R, 
P cap(x) 
- expn.(R, %R,) - expk Ri+/, 
In the case R = exp A we have the formula 
Ek 
enpt+, “yu x u) = EyPI AU @$P/ AU 
for ucexp, A and ueexpj A. 
Finally suppose given grings R and S and exponential maps c(n) : R, +S for 
n = i, j and i+ j. Assume rk is a polynomial such that 
~(:(i+j)k(xxu)=rk[r(i)l(x),...,~(i)k.(x),;(j)l(y),...,T(i)k(u)l 
for all k. Then the gring maps Q(n) corresponding to i(n) satisfy 
@(i +j)k[@kX) @ t&k.@] 
=~k[(@(i)l(EIX), . . . . @(i)k(&kX), @(_dI@I_h . . . , @(_i)k(&kY)I- 
Inner products 
Definition. Letting the indeterminate t have grading 1, we get the polynomial gring 
Z[t]. Then 
2 --* 1 f fZ[[f]] = Z[fj, 
n-(1 -t)-“, 
is clearly exponential, giving exp Z +Z[/], whose k-th component we write 
u - rk(u)tk, yielding group homomorphisms 
which Satisfy lk +,(u x W) = (lku)(I,w) for u E expk Z and w E expl Z. 
The dual of an abelian group A is A*=Hom(A,Z). If H= {Hk] is a Hopf 
algebra, then so is H*= {Z$ j, using essentially d* and x* for product and 
coproduct respectively, assuming each Hk is free and finitely generated. 
Proposition 1.9. Assuming C is free and finitely generated, the map 
nc 
C* - (exp C) *-, 
f- 1 f Ctk’eXPkf, 
& 
is universal exponential. Hence we obtain a natural isomorphism of Hopf algebras 
exp(C*) -55 (exp C)*. 
Note. This may be true and have a more natural proof without the first seven 
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words. We shall only use it later with C = Z and C= exp/ Z, where that hypothesis is 
certainly satisfied. 
Proof. That q is exponential is proved by diagram (1.9.1) and the next computation 
in which we sum over i+j = k: 
E 
J+JjC<(J3~)lj 
+ 
\I 
[exp(C3C)]-n(eup C@exp C)- 
(expO J/(:X~J@& (1.9.1) 
zgz -----L [exp(Z@Z)]-z (exp Z@exp Z)’ 
+ 
*i J 
;: 
& 
Z + (exp Z)- 
Hence 
expk(f+ g) = C x 0 (exp, f@exp, 9) 3 d !,j- ,*,=i 
Thus 
Vk(f+ g) = rk 3 C [X O (exp, f@exp, 5) 3 d 4 jl 
= C [x 3 (G3~j) 0 (expi_fCS ev, 3) O d ;,,I 
(here x is integer multiplication) 
= C x ’ (rlif@ Vjig> OAl, j = C qfx rl,g* 
as required. To prove universality we use the questionable hypothesis to reduce to 
the case C=Z by showing the case C@D follows from cases C and D via diagram 
(1.9.2) 
CZD 
(COD)* 
V 
+ [exp( C@ D)] *- 
G g=*q*- 
T 
[exp C@exp D] *- 
I 
[(exp C>*O(exp D)*l- 
a [pop]- 
EC’=‘D’ (& 0’1’ I 
C*@D* - [exp(C*OD*)l-7 [exp(C*)Oexp(D*)l- 
(1.9.2) 
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The proof is completed by a brute force calculation with Z which is quite easy: 
alternatively, the combination of the identification expk ZrR(zk) from Section 2 
and the self-duality of the representation ring also does the trick, but is a reversal of 
the logical order which we are trying to emphasize. 
Definition. A Euclidean group is a pair (A, G) where 
O:A@A*Z, 
xou-<.?Y>, 
is an inner product, i.e. linear, symmetric, and non-degenerate in that 
$:A-A*, 
x-(y-ky)), 
is bijective. 
Proposition 1.10. ~‘f A is finitely generared, the Euclidean group (A, 0) yields 
Euclidean groups (expA. A, Ok) where 
U 
Ok:expkA@expkA ---+ 
exp 3 
exp,+(A @A) - expkz 
‘k 
-z. 
Then ek is 
expk A 
cup 4 5 
- expk(A *) - (expk A)*. 
Finally we have a reciprocity law: If xE eXpi A, y E expi A, ZE exp;,, A, then 
where (( , j) is the inner product induced on tensor products: 
(O),j : (exp; A@expj A) s2s(expi A)@“@(expj A) @2_i_-l,Z@ZzZ. 
Proof. Linearity of Ok is clear, and symmetry follows from that of 0, plus (1.5.2). 
Non-degeneracy is immediate from the formula for ek, which is proved by a simple 
manipulation with the definitions. Note that A is free since ALA*, so 1.9 applies. 
Reciprocity follows by gluing together three diagrams: two expressing the homo- 
morphic properties of I and of exp 0, plus (13.1). 
Note. We shall apply 1.10 with A = Z and (1, I>= 1, and then we can apply it again 
with A = expl Z. Also we have directly from the definitions that ik = ( - , &k 1). When 
A is also a ring and (ab,c)=(a, bc> holds for all a, b and c, then the same holds for 
( , lkr as is easily seen. This applies in particular to the cases above. 
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Coproducts 
Proposition 1.11. tf A is an abelian group and (B, 3) a Euclidean group, then the 
following composite is exponential (where the isomorphisms are defined using 0 
and Ok) 
e.Xph 
A@B2Hom(B,A)- 
z 
Hom(exp; B, expk A) - expk A $$ exp, B. 
Hence we get 
P ‘A*O:exp(A@B)-{expk A@expkB IkrO}, 
a gring map natural in A, where the codomain is a gring using xx (but not a 
subgring of exp A @ exp B, since degrees are halved). 
Proof. Exponentiality is immediate from 1.10, and naturality is trivial. The main 
point is that the gring product on Ok Hom(espx. B,expkA) as defined in 1.4 
corresponds to x x under the isomorphism defined using Ok. 
Lemma 1.12. Take B = Z in I. 1 I and denote p$ ’ as l;;. Then: 
(i) Let &,a = Eklo x &@ x “‘t where the partition CY = (k,, k,, . . .) with k, L k,, , 
and C ki = k (written a t-k). Then rhe basis {E, 1 j ak k} of expk Z has as its duaf 
basis {(&,I)- Iac-k). We have 
ck&ka= c &,a@(&,l)-. 
a+X 
(ii) $I+,(xxy)= 6,xXx G,y 
(iii) 
exp, Z@exp, C 
I@$ 
I 
” 
l exp, C 
J 
expk z@ expk c@ expk 2 
@I 
1 
- expk c@ expk 2 
(iv) 
A 
expi +j A - exp, A @ expi A 
C@li 
-esp; A@exp, Z@expiA@expiZ 
6 
I 
expi+j A@exp;+j Z 
I@A 
1 
(x@t&l,:fi 
+ exp;+j A@expi ZOexp; Z 
Proof. (i) is just a ‘coordinate’-dependent version of the definition of p, and (ii) is 
already in 1.11. (iii) can be proved in a coordinate-free way, but it seems simpler to 
note that both maps satisfy reciprocity in both of their factors, so that one need only 
check on elements &kf @E~C (which is trivial). 
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(iv) Both maps are x to xxx homomorphisms, so by (i) we need to check 
S,( 
E,U x E~Q)@(E,l)-@(Epl)- = c &,n@d(&,l)-. 
Y+l+, 
PC/ 
But 
follows immediately, applying ((-, &,I @cpl)) and using reciprocity, since 
((&,1)-,&J x&gl)= l If aUp=yP 
t 0 if not. 
Iteration maps 
Theorem 1.13. For each non-negative k and 1, and each abelian group A there is a 
unique group homomorphism 
ekq, : expkl A 4expkexp/ A 
such that t$, 0 E;, = &k exp! A a&:’ and, for all (i, j) with i+ j= kl with @ over 
((k,, . . . . k,)]k,zO, Cssks=i, C.(I-s)k,=j): 
X B 
exp; A @ expj A - expkl A - expk expl A 
I 
@(pJLl’@Ll’) 
I 
@ @ (expsks A @exP(r-s)l, A) 
SE0 
I 4 I I 
0 Q-9 (eXPkS w, A 0 
000 
wkS em-s A) - 0 0 wk, em A 
s=O s=o 
(Here x1 is the ‘i-fold iterate’ of x, and A’ is a similarly iterated coproduct.) Finally, 
0 is natural, and when A is a ring, each ok,, is a ring homomorphism (sending 1 to 1). 
It is clear that 0 is uniquely determined by the conditions, and is natural, if it 
exists. Note that 
‘tk.1: A 
tll &k 
-R,- expk RI, 
where q is any exponential map, satisfies 
G/(‘+b)= C ’ <ki.i(‘) O <k,,/-i(b)r 
);;k,sk’=o 
(1.13.1) 
(1.13.2) 
(1.13.3) 
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The existence of 0 then is a special case of the following, taking R = exp A and v = E: 
Theorem 1.14. For any family rk,/ : A -expk RI of group homomorphisms atisfy- 
ing (1.13. l), (1.13.2) and (1.13.3), there is a unique family of group homomor- 
phisms Sk,,: expk/ A-exp,R/fOr which &J=&JO&k/and (with @ aS in 1.13) 
X 
esp, A @ exp, A 
i 
- expk( A - expk R, 
i 
sp2Ll[@d’ 
@ @(W’sk, A @fW(/-s)k, A) X’ 
+ 
300 I 
OO(exPk,R,OexP,~R,-,) ’ @ @exP& 
If A and all R, are rings, and ~k,I(~u) =(&[U)(&[n) for all k, then each 
homomorphism. 
” 
5 is a ring 
We do the natural thing, which is to find a gring map <,, determined by an expo- 
nential map 5 and define f in terms of tn. In fact, formulae (1.15.1) and (1.15.2) 
show that Sand r,., determine ach other. What we need is a gring for <,, to map into: 
Definition. Define a graded group T= T(R) by 
T,,= n &exp,,R;, 
I@, r=O 
where the product is over Z(n) = {(to, t,, . . . ) ) t, 2 0, C it; = n}. Note that each tensor 
product is essentially finite since expo R; = Z, and (to, f,, . ..) E I(n) implies that tj = 0 
for almost all i. 
Define a product 
by using the following composite: 
(FexP,; Ri)(qexp,;R,) oBOA”‘A” *,c~,,~expq,,,i P/Oexp,,,,, R,,, 
Here J(r’,t”)={(q,j)) Crnqmj=fj, c,qmj=tG}r where f’=(t&t;,...)El(n’) and 
similarly t”. For a given (qmj)EJ(f’, t”), the last map goes into the summand with 
ti= Cm+,=, qmj, and SO (to, tl, . . . ) E I(n’+ n”) as required. Since I(n) is infinite and T, 
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is a product, not a sum, we have not completely defined X . But the graded group T 
is a product of graded groups, indexed by f t;. The above definition of x makes 
each of these a graded ring, since for a product to be non-zero, we need J(r’, r”) non- 
empty, and so C ti= C ti = C lf. Now X is defined on all of T so that T becomes the 
direct product of these graded rings indexed by C ri. 
Theorem 1.15. (i) T is in fact a gring under x. 
(ii) The map 
5: A-+7, 
a- C 05r,.,(a>9 
with summation over all finite sequences (to, r, , . . .), is exponential, thereby ielding 
a gring map 
&,:expA+T. 
(iii) If TC is coordinate projection, ~3,~ is the Kronecker delta, and we define S 
t;, 
r;(.l: expkl A - T./(R) -+&Xpk~,,i?;3ZXpkR:, (1.15.1) 
1 
then f has the properties required in 1.14, and determines <,, via the diagram 
(1.15.2) 
(iv) When A and ail RI are rings and each &J is multiplicative, each projection of 
each component of r,, is a ring homomorphism. 
Proof. (i) Commutativity of X is obvious. In the factor of T with C ti= C, the 
element 
acts as an identity, so 1 ,h,, &,I is the identity in T. As for associativity, computation 
gives the predictable result that both maps from the summand corresponding to 
(t’, t”, t”‘) are given by the following composite: 
0 @exp,, R; 4 
l(n’Tn’+n-) 1 
X’ 
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Here the direct sums on the right are over 
I I. 
(qobc) ,cb qobc= [:; c qabc = 6; ,c, (lobe= tl: 9 
4 c I 
each n?= Cd dtj, and xi maps from the factors with CI+ b+ c=i into that with 
Ci= ~a+b+c=,qobc, SO that C,dtd=n’+n”+n’“as required. 
(ii) 
the last summation over all (sli IO sj I i, su 2 0). 
the last summation over all (qmj). The result follows by the substitution qmj =S,+j,j. 
(iii) We first establish (1.15.2). One can define a gring map d : T(R)- T(R)@ T(R) 
by specifying on components: 
@exp,, Ri 
O[P’O, A,, ,-I I. , 
‘0[(0exp,;Ri)O(Oexp,;Ri)l, 
over all (t’, t”) with t’+ t”= t. Then 
A 
exp A -exp AOexp A 
I L I LO5, 
ii 
T(R) - T(R) 0 T(R) 
since both maps determine the same exponential map. Now the corresponding 
diagram for the iterates of A and d yields the top half of (1.15.3). 
The bottom half is trivial, and the right side followed by the bottom is @,c&,, 
proving (1.15.2). Now we can prove the required product law in 1.14 by diagram 
(1.15.4). 
P. Hoffman 
(1.15.3) 
exp, A @cup, A ’ expk,A 
I 
(IV) 
X’ 
1 1 1 
---&T-& mp +T 
000 I 
~~+~=,(exp,~~AOexp,,~A) I texpk9 Rp@ expkp R,) ------‘,S %e.xp,,R, 
z 
‘q=b 
(1.15.4) 
(I) commutes by (1.15.2) just proved; (II) since <,, is a gring map; (III) by the 
definition of & (IV) by the definition of x; and (V) is obvious. The proof that 
< = (0 E is an obvious calculation from the definitions of 6 <,, and 4. 
(iv) This is immediate from 1.6. 
Nore. The reader is invited to attempt a construction of 8 
generators and relations construction of expA. The next two 
maps 
S,., : expkexpl A -‘expk( A 
directly from the 
theorems produce 
in the reverse direction to 8 by constructions reminiscent of l-rings. 
Definition. The k-th homogeneous ymmetric function h&i, . . . ,x,) is given by 
V’l-_qq-‘= f h~t~EZ[X~,...,X,][[tJ]. 
k=O 
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Define polynomials rk and Sk,/ by 
fl (1 -+;‘t)- = 1 + f fk(h;, . . . . h;,h;, ,.., hk”)tk 
L I k=l 
where h;= h,(x;, xi, . ..) and similarly h;; 
,,,,L,,(’ -xfl -‘x;,t)-‘= 1 + f +,(h,,h?, . . . . hk/)tk. k=l 
Note that taking Xi = 611 yields s~-J( 1, 1, . . . , 1) = 1. 
Theorem 1.16. If (R, +, x) is a gring, then so is (E’, EE, $3) if we define: 
E,=E;=l+ fi Rk/, 
k=I 
(I+~Oa+(l+~Ob,>=l+,(i~ka~xb;)~ 
Also, for all b,! and b,!’ in Ri, we have 
l+ c sk,,(b;+b;,b;+b;xb;+b;,...)tk 
k>O 
= •y 1 + c Q(&W..~ S;(_,,,,S;(.,,SC,,...,S~,)tk * 
P+q=k k 1 
Statements analogous to this are given in [l; page 2.591, with the elementary rather 
than the homogeneous ymmetric functions being used. The manipulations to prove 
1.16 are very similar and are left to the reader. 
Theorem 1.17. For all A, k and I there are group homomorphisms 
6$ : expkexpl A *expkr A 
which have, and are unique with respect o, the following properties: 
(i) ek.,&k&la=Sk,I(&la,&2a,...,&kla). 
(ii) If ~k,I=~k,I”Ek exp’ A, then 
~k,i(~‘+~*)=,~~k~,,,~‘x~j,i~“, 
&l’+,“(.dXXn) = rk(&,‘.d, . . . , &J*x’, 8,,,d”, . . . , &J-x”). 
(iii) 8_,, is a (+ to +) and (x to x) homomorphism. 
Furthermore, osatisfies 
&,[(&kX’) @ (&&)I = &,&&‘xx”) 
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Proof. First we factor the map defined by the right side of (i) in the form 
E/ t7 
A - expl A ---“-‘--+ expkj A 
such that (ii) holds. By the last sentence of 1.16, the maps below determine an 
exponential map (A, +)-[@‘“PA)-, @I: 
A +(Ee~pA),, 
a- 1 + c Sk,J(E,U, . . . . &k/Q). 
k>O 
This then determines a gring map 
8: (exp A, +, x)--*(EenpA, EE, IX), 
which is exactly (ii). Now consider the problem of factoring Bk,, in the form 
Ep 
expl A---+ 
0, / 
expkexp/ A ------+ expk/ A. 
Fixing 1 and varying k, the maps ok./ determine an exponential map 
exp,Ad(expkIA IkrO)-, 
(where expkI A is the subgroup in degree k, not degree kl). This exponential map 
then gives a gring map 
8_,,:exp(exp,A)-+{expklA IkrO}, 
proving (iii). The last remark is immediate from 1.8. 
To prove the following two lemmas, one first analyzes in what sense the maps are 
homomorphic, to reduce to the case where the relevant elements come from A by 
the maps E. Then the proof is finished with a computation using two identities 
involving rk and Sk, . 
Lemma 1.18. For all A, k, I, and t 
expkewwl A 
exp, S 
- expkwlf A 
B I e 
t7 
exPk/exPr A - ewklt A 
Lemma 1.19. If A and B are abefian groups 
expki B@exPkexP/ A 
10s 
* exPk/ B@exPk/A 
P 
l expGW3A) 
001 
i 1 
B 
fl exp,, p
expkexp/ B@exp&exp/ A - expk(expl BOew, A) - eXpkeSp@@A) 
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I” A is also a ring, taking B = A we get 
(i) /$(0x). (y)] = x . @Y for all x and y; 
(ii) f?> 0 is multiplication by @I. 
Nore. When A = R(T) and one uses the identifications in the next section, these last 
two results become fairly standard properties of certain inducing and restricting 
maps. In fact, the reader may prefer this as a cleaner but less basic way to prove 
these results: the case of general A can be reduced by naturality to that of finitely 
generated free A, which up to isomorphism is R(T) for suitable IY 
Involution 
Definition. Since - : a- -a is a group automorphism of period two, we get an 
involution of grings y= exp(-) : exp A-exp A. This plays a minor role in the next 
section. The reader might enjoy working out the behavior of y with respect to our 
other structure maps. 
There are certain subfunctors of A whose adjoints are easy to write down in terms 
of exp. For example, with fixed n>O, 
(i) R - 1 + fl,?C, R, has adjoint 
A- 
exp A 
I,(expA) ’ 
where f,(S) is the ideal generated by .Sr + Sz + ... + S,_ ,; 
(ii) R - 1 + fln,,,o R; has adjoint 
A- 
exp A 
J,(expA) ’ 
where J,,(S) is the ideal generated by U,{, S;. 
These are easily proved by noting that the given functors factor through A via 
functors which are adjoint to S-S/1,,S and S-S/J,,S respectively. The first of 
these answers a question asked by R. Fossum. 
2. Representations of monomial groups 
In this section we record how in the special case A = R(T), all the previous 
structure maps translate into induction and restriction maps via an isomorphism 
R(f I_ Zk)zexpk R(T). This is needed in the next section, but perhaps the main 
point is that all these maps are now mechanically computed via the results of Section 
1. Most of this is explicit or implicit in [3], so the proofs are largely by reference. 
Definition. If r is a finite group, the classical representation ring, generated by 
irreducible C[fl-modules, is denoted R(T). The symmetric group is denoted Zk. 
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The wreath product r I_ Zk is denoted Zk(f > as in [3; page 2). 
X I R(/Ti(f ))@R(Zj<T)) 5 R(X,(T) XZl,(T)) A R(zi+j(r)) 
makes S(T) = {R(Z,&f >) [ k?O} into a gring, where @ is the canonical embedding, 
with Z; corresponding to { 1, . . . , i} and Z’ to {i + 1, . . . i +j}, and @* means inducing 
representations. In fact S(T) is a Hopf algebra using restriction of representations 
(denoted @*) essentially for A. 
Theorem 2.1. The map R(I’)+(S(T))-, whose k-th component is determined by 
V- VBk for @[fl-modules V, is universal exponential. Hence R(Zk(r))= 
wk R(T). 
This has a rather elegant proof [3; page 841, due essentially to Liulevicius [S], 
which uses crucially the Hopf algebra property of S(f). To amplify the previous 
remark about simple computations of the maps identified below using exp, it seems 
a good idea to regard this Hopf algebra property as fundamental. The proof in [3; 
Theorem 1.21 is an elementary application of Mackey’s theorem. Liulevicius [5] 
gives another proof ‘ab initio’. This had earlier been verified by computations in the 
cases r= { 1) or & [2]. 
Below we give the concrete identification of the maps from Section 1 in this case. 
We identify R(ZCk(T)) with expk R(T) by the explicit map in 2.1, and R(TxA) with 
R(f)@R(A) by the usual external tensor product of representations. 
2.2. dii corresponds to @*, where 
@ z;(r) Xzj(r) ‘ci+j(r), 
[(Y l,...,Yi;a),(yi+l,...,Yi+j;P)lc.(Y1,...,Yi+j;a), 
where 
a(x) = 
t 
o(x) 9 Ocxai, 
/3(x-i)+i, i<xli+j. 
2.3. ,& corresponds t0 y* : R[zk(r) Xxk(/l)] -rR(zk(f X /1)) where 
2.4. The ring product in R(Zk(r)) derived via exp from the product in R(T) is the 
usual product from tensoring representations. 
2.5. vk corresponds t0 m!?* : R(xkX Zk(r))--‘R(zk(f,)) where 
Y: (y,, . . . . yk; a)-[‘&(yI, .**,yk; @I. 
2.6. & and ck correspond to P’* and _Y; respectively, where the usual inner product 
of representations i  used in R(A). 
2.7. 
with 
2.8. 
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ik,, corresponds to 8*: R(Zk,(T>)-*R(~k(~,l(r))) where 
e:[(Y I,,. *.,Y,/;al), . . . . (Yk,,...,Ykl;~/);~l-,(Y,I,...,Ykl;b) 
a(yl-I+z)=o(y)/-I+q,(z) for yak and zal [3; page 31. 
ok,, corresponds to 8*. 
I49 
2.9. The involution yk on R(Ck(r>) is module multiplication (using vk) with (-l)kfk 
where fk is the sign representation of C,. 
2.10. If 0 comes from the usual inner product of representations in R(T), then Ok 
corresponds to the usual inner product in R(Z&>). 
The reader is possibly interested in whether there is a simple way of evaluating 
these maps from our point of view, but when both input and output are expressed in 
terms of irreducible representations. ‘Closed formulae’ almost never exist in 
general; quite a bit of concrete calculation is done in this direction. On the other 
hand one can give a simple algorithm to produce the irreducibles based on the fact 
that they are the unique orthonormal basis with members of positive dimension. In 
[3; Theorem 7.121, this is done for R(Zk(T)). But (superficially more generally) if a 
finite orthonormal basis X for A is given, the method referred to above produces 
one for expkA. In brief, one finds two bases {a,,...,~,,} and {b,, . . ..b.} for exp,A 
such that 
(a;, bj) = 
1 if i=j, 
0 if i<j, 
from which constructing an orthonormal basis is easy. The two bases above are 
initially parametrized by functions I: X-*(set of partitions) which satisfy 
Cxcx C ,,E,(,fJ y = k. The function I corresponds respectively to the basis elements 
X X &Jx) and 
I E x y e KC) 
X X (- f)Yr,aJx) 
x E x y E I(X) 
where y is the involution in Section 1. Then suitable linear orderings can be imposed 
so that a computation gives the required condition on inner products, as in the 
reference above. 
The proofs of (2.2)-(2.10) are immediate from explicit formulae in [3] with 
possibly two exceptions: 
For (2.10), both inner products satisfy reciprocity. This reduces the question to 
the following identity between inner products of representations, where&k is the k-th 
tensor power: 
<&ka, &kg’> = lk&k(a, a’>. 
We can assume a and a’ are irreducibles in A = R(T). Depending on whether a = a’ or 
not, this reduces to 1 = /k&k1 or 0= 0, respectively. 
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For (2.8), both maps are x-homomorphisms, so we need to show ok,, agrees with 
R(Z;U-)) -=+ R(Zk(z,(r))) 
or 
- R(iY,dO). 
In [3], Ok is denoted fk, and the above becomes the k-th ‘outer’ symmetric power 
operation .YQ, where J is the ‘outer plethysm’ which is defined for the case f = {I} 
on page 30 of [3]. In Section 4 of this paper, we study maps 
Taking C = R(T) and using the identification of exph R(A) with R(.X&4 >), these 
become the outer plethysm maps 
-;Tk,/ : R(~k(~,(f)))-‘R(~k/(f))OR(~:k). 
Now P+ and 8,k,, have the same addition law (i.e. homomorphic + to x as we vary 
k), so we need to prove that 
j-“(@‘)=Sk,,(v@ ,..., Vgk’) 
for representations V off. This is immediate when V is a sum of one-dimensional 
representations by the defintion of Sk,/, and follows in general from the splitting 
principle (or characters). All of this is certainly well known. 
3. a-rings and o-rings 
These are just disguised versions of the notion I-ring, so the names are 
temporary. They have the advantage that the axioms involve only linear maps. This 
is achieved using exp, which from this point of view is a linearization device. The 
main motivation however is in the next section where we give a simple conceptual 
treatment of the free J-ring generated by C, this being essentially exp C. 
Definition. A pre-w-ring is a pair (A, o) where A is a ring (regarded as a gring 
concentrated in degree 0) and w is a gring map 
o:expAdA@expZ 
(hence, ooeol = l@eel), with properties (I,) and (II,). 
em A 
WI 
- A@exp, Z 
(1,) 
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d 
exp A l (exp A)s* 
I w&’ 
w (AOexp Z)82 
I 
(II,) 
& 
1Qd 
A@exp Z - A@(e;p Z)02 
The unlabelled map in (II,) is multiplication in A. A map of pre-w-rings is a ring 
homomorphism f: A -B for which wE 0 exp f = (f@ 1) 0 wA. 
Proposition 3.1. Let (A, w) be a pre-w-ring and B an abelian group. Then the map 
@:AxB*(A@expB)-, 
(a, b) _ F (10 vk)(wkekaOekb), 
is bi-additive (+, +) to x. Its corresponding 
@ W*e:exp(A@B)+A@exp B 
is natural in (A, w) and in B, and w is the special case 
w:expA - exp(A @Z) 
@W,Z 
-A@exp Z. 
Proof. Bilinearity follows from two applications of (1.5.1) (see [3; Prop. 3.21 for 
the same argument). The naturality of @“pB is immediate since @ is obviously 
natural. Since A I A@Z via a- a@ 1. the last phrase is the calculation 
@(a9 l)= c (l@Vk)(W&eka@skl)= c wkcka. 
Proposition 3.2. Let (A, wA) and (B, wB) be pre-w-rings. Then diagram (3.2.1) 
commutes and makes A @B into a pre-w-ring for which a e a@ 1 and b - 1 @I, are 
pre-w-maps. 
exp(A@B) ’ 
w”.B 
+A@exp B 
exp(BCW) 
@“B. A 
I 
l&JB 
A@B@exp Z 
(3.2.1) 
I 
IQW” Y 
B@exp A -B@A@expZ 
Proof. Both composites in the diagram are gring maps extending the bi-additive 
(+, +) to x map below, so the diagram commutes: 
A x B*(A@B@exp Z)‘, (4 b) +. c (10 vk@ I)(Wkcka@ Wkckb). 
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(I,) for A@B is immediate from the definitions. (II,) is proved (3.2.2) below, in 
which the top left square commutes because both maps are x to (. @ x 0 x) gring 
maps extending the bi-additive (+, +) to (- @ x @ x) map (where . is multiplication 
in A): 
(Q,b)- C (l~V~~Vj)“~o(l~d~,j~l~l)(~~~j&~+j~~E~b~&jb)~ 
1. / 
A 
- [exp(A @B)]@’ 
fj&:w 
eNA C3B) l [A@B@expZJ@” 
i 
@O@ 
’ l@A ’ .@I1 i .@l 
A@exp B-A@exp Bo2 
I@# 
b A@(BgexpZ)92 
.Q.Q 1 
1 
A@B@expZ 
IQIQA 
p A@B@exp ZB2 
(3.2.2) 
It suffices by symmetry to verify in (3.2.3) that a-a@ 1 is a pre-w-map. 
AxB-expk(A@B) 
@ 
-A@expkB 
l@CJ 
i 
-A@B@expk Z 
\ T 
E 
’ expk A 
i I 
u-_(a, I) exp,(a-o@I) 
w 
+A@expkZ 
(a-a@l)@l 
\ 
A@expk ZOexpk B 
l@l@W 
’ A@expkZ@B@expkZ 
(3.2.3) 
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The bottom left map is (a,b)-wkeka@ekt). The bottom right map is given by 
multiplication in expk Z. The bottom half clearly commutes and hence the entire top 
half commutes by a direct computation. Hence the top right commutes as required. 
Definition. An o-ring is a pre-w-ring (A, w) with properties (III,) and (IV,): 
(III,,) For each k, wk is multiplicative. 
(IV,) For all k and I, 
e 
expkl A - expkexp[ A 
ewk wl 
- exPk(A @exP/ z) 
Theorem 3.3. The categories of l-rings and of o-rings are the same. 
Proof. We use the corresponding result relating A-rings to r-rings given in 
[3; Theorem 6.61, plus the identification of KP in [3] with (K@exp Z)’ via 
exp,(dim) 2.1 
ewl Z 7 ew R(l) -y- w-/u))p RG/). 
Gring maps w : exp A-+A@exp Z then correspond 1-l to exponential maps 
7: A~(A@exp Z)-, and we verify that (I,)+(IV,) are equivalent respectively to 
r-ring axioms ir-+vr [3; page 211. A trivial computation gives i,e(I,). Diagram 
(3.3.1) below gives (II) * iii,; and the converse (which says that the outside implies 
the inside) follows because the inside maps are gring maps, homomorphic from x to 
(. @ x 0 x) when taken for all i, j. 
a 
A bria@ 7,a 
A 
w, +j A - exp; A @ expi A 
w@w 
-A@expiZ@A@expjZ 
w 
A@exp;+j Z 
A 
A@A@exp; Z@expjZ 
I 
.ElSI 
p A@exp, Z@expj Z 
(3.3.1) 
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Using the last sentences of 1.6, we immediately get the equivalence of (III,,) and 
iv,. Finally diagram (3.3.2) gives the equivalence of (IV,,) and v, as above, except 
that we need a formula which determines the behaviour of the outside maps Yk., in 
the diagram with respect o addition. Such a formula is proved in [3; Prop. 3.7(V)]: 
Yk./(X+y) = c ,to Yk,,rX @ Yk,./-,Y. 
We are also using (2.7) and that @~cYpiz~~~~sYpcz translates into [k,, (defined in 
[3; Prop. 3.21 - this is immediate from the definitions). 
A 
w 
\, 
) em A + A@exp, Z 
\ 
E & & 
0 \ 
expk/ A - expk expl A 
exp, CJ, \ 
- exP,(A @exP/ Z) 
5 
I 
I@0 ! 
A @ expk/ z +A@exp,expl Z (3.3.2) 
Note. It should be evident that our definition of w-ring was designed simply so that 
3.3 would hold. The following three technicalities are needed in the next section. 
Lemma 3.4. For each ring structure on B, the map c+?J~? B is a ring homomorphism. 
Proof. In 3.1, if we extend @ to an exponential map on A@B, the result is multi- 
plicative by 1.7 and (III,); hence so is I#J?’ by 1.6. 
Lemma 3.5. For any group B and o-ring A, 
exP,(A @B) 
@ 
‘A@expk B 
L 
081 
L 
expk(A 0 B) 0 em Z - A@eXpk B@expk Z 
Proof. By the homorphic properties it suffices to check on elements ek(a@b), and 
this reduces to A@ l.l2(iii). 
Lemma 3.6. In any o-ring, 
expk w/ 0 
ewk ew A - eXPk(A @eXP/ z) - A @ expk expl z 
l A@exPk/ Z 
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Proof. Both maps are homomorphic from x to (. @ x), so it suffices to re- 
strict to expl A via eiYp’.‘. The two resulting maps xk.,=okl at%, and zk,,= 
j&q_@_p~P/Z 
2 o/ both satisfy, for u E exp, A and u E exp, A, 
Xk./+,~(~~~)=~~~XI./~~...,%k./~~XI.,~~~t...~XL,m~l~ 
where r, uses the (. @ x) product. For 2, this is immediate from 1.17. For 2, it uses 
1.17 with A = 2, first using 3.4 and that Ed is multiplicative. Similarly, both 2 and ;I 
are homomorphic from f to (. 0 x). Hence we can restrict to A via E[. Now 
Kx_,,E,a=Wk,[SX_.,(E,a, . . . . Ek,a)l=sx,/(~,E,(I,...,Ok,Ek,a) 
where the last polynomial uses (. @ x) as product. 
~k,I~,a=(10~)“(~3exp~o~~B3~X-,)(~) by1.13 
=(108)-(10e)ow~,oEX,((I) by (IV,,) 
= [l @I(02 e)](rk,a) 
= (eel). (S@) by l.l9(ii) 
=s~,,[~,l,~~l,..., ~~~l].r~~a by 1.17 
=.sk,,[rla, r:a ,..., g/a] by 1.5.1, 
as required. 
The inner plethysm. The ring R(T) is a A-ring, and explicit computations of this 
when r=zk are sometimes given this name. 
Problem 3.7. Find functors expk from o-rings to w-rings (i.e. lifting and extending 
expk as above from rings to rings) and identifiable with the usual l-ring structure 
when A = R(T). 
This would hopefully give useful information on the I-ring structure and the 
y-filtration of R(&). On the other hand, a weaker solution might solve 3.7 as a 
function of the i-rings R(.&) and R(T) (i.e. of expk Z and A). 
Note that (IV,,) with A =R(f) amounts to the triviality that the following two 
&(&CT))-modules are isomorphic, given a r-module V: 
(i) Form VP’ over L’,<f >, then ( V@“)gk; 
(ii) Form L’zk’ over Ckl(f), then restrict action. 
On the other hand, 3.6 becomes the fairly obvious fact that the following are 
isomorphic f x&-modules: 
(i) Restrict ( Vs’)gk to f x.E~(&>, then induce; 
(ii) Induce ( V’z’)%,k to &,(f >, then restrict; 
in both cases regarding ( V@‘)ak as a &;k(&/(T))-module. The second result, by 3.6, 
follows in some sense ‘abstractly’ from the first. 
A direct proof of the following is not hard, and it follows also from [3; Prop. 
3.81: 
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Proposition 3.8. ff A and B are w-rings, the pre-w-ring AOB of 3.2 is in fact an 
w-ring, It has the unique w-structure for which a- a@ 1 and b- 1 @b are w-maps. 
To finish this section we define a-rings, using the observation that the self-duality 
of expk Z given by Ok allows one to pass back and forth between linear maps 
w:expkA+A@exp,Z and cr:expkA@expkZ-+A. 
The left and right sides of diagram (3.8.1) below correspond respectively to (II,) 
and to the fact that w is a gring map 
exp; A@exp, Z@exp; A@expj Z 
expi+j A@exp, Z@expj 2 ABA expi A@expj A@expi+j Z 
exp;+j A@exp;+j Z (3.8.1) 
The left and right sides of diagram (3.8.2) below correspond respectively to (III,) 
and to the equation ok0 vk = (10 ‘) 0 (ok@ 1) which holds in any w-ring by the 
usual methods. 
(eXpk A)02@,Xpk z l eXpk A@eXpk z 
10. 
- eXpk A @ (expk Z)@2 
p”l@c I a I v@l 
[expkAOexpkZ]~2a02A'2.A ‘ 
I 
a 
expk A @ expk Z 
(3.8.2) 
Finally the left and right sides of diagram (3.8.3) correspond respectively to 3.6 and 
to (IV”). 
expkl A @T’kl z 
expkexpl A@expkexp/ Z (3.8.3) 
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Here wp,/ is adjoint to the map 
expkexpi A 
e”pk w/ 
-expk(A@ew 2) 
0 
-----+A @expkexp[ z. 
We may therefore define an a-ring to be a ring A with a sequence of maps ak with 
properties (3.8.1), (3.8.2), (3.8.3), ae(l@l)= 1, and c~~(~ta@.stl)=a for all a. 
It is not difficult to verify that the categories of a-rings and of o-rings are the 
same. We have introduced a-rings in order to shorten a proof in the next section 
(which, for w-rings, would have involved a double application of inner products). 
Also, if these linearized versions of A-rings are useful conceptually, then cases such 
as representations in finite characteristic and the Burnside ring, where one has more 
or less than a I-ring, will admit more easily the analogue of c-rings than of u-rings. 
4. Graded and free I-rings 
The main result is that exp C (after forgetting grading) has a >.-structure making it 
the free A-ring generated by C. Since it arises naturally as a graded A-ring and in the 
w-ring disguise, we first define these. One speculates that Quillen’s higher K-theory 
K*(R) ought to have a useful graded J.-ring structure when R is commutative. Hiller 
[8] has studied a different l-ring structure on each K,(R). 
Definition. A graded w-ring is a gring R together with maps 
Rk,f : expkR,-'Rk@eXp z 
such that 
(On) J2,, : exp R,-+ {Rkf@expk Z ) kr 0) is a gring map for each t (hence 
Rc,,l = IBee>. 
(In) n,,,~,r=r@sti for all rER,. 
Wn) 
A n@ln 
exp, + j R, - expi R, @ expj R, - R&exp; Z@Rj,@expj Z 
R 
i I 
(Xc31c3~)3P 
RittjrOexPicj Z 
l@A 
’ Ri, +jt@ expi Z@ expj Z 
(III& S2 is homomorphic from @ to (x @ a); i.e. 
P 
expk R, @ expk Rj ____* 
expk(x) 
exPk(R; O RjJ - exPk Ri -j 
fGygi-2 R 
(X 8.)OP 
& 
’ Rki+ kj@exPk z 
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(IV,) 
e 
ewkl RI - expkwi R, 
exp R 
- exPk(R/,OexP/ 2) 
1 
130 
1 
&r @ expkl z ’ Rk/!@eXPkexp/ z 
where @ is constructed from Q exactly as @ is constructed in 3.1 from o. 
Theorem 4.1. For any C, define 
Then exp C becomes a graded o-ring. 
Proof. (On) and (Io) are simple computations. (II*) comes from diagram (4.1.1) 
below in which the top left is l.l2(iv) and the right side is l.l7(iii). 
A C@JG 
exp,,,exp,C-exp,exp,C@exp,exp,C -exp,exp,C@exp, Z@exp,exp, C@exp, Z 
3 (X@lcxl) /3 
l@A /// 
exp, +, exp, C@ exp, +, Z - exp, +, exp, C@ exp, Z@ exp, Z 8@1@,@1 
S@l 
exPif +,, C@ exp, +, Z 
;- 
I 
S’~lOl 
exp,, C@ expi Z@ exp,, C@ exp, Z 
I 
(xalol)“P 
l@A 
exp,,+,,COexpi ZOexp, Z 
(4.1.1) 
The verifications of (IIIo) and (IVo) can be done by direct and tedious calcula- 
tions whose main advantage is to reveal why even the case C = 2 had apparently not 
been treated adequately until recently. Simpler calculations suffice when we go over 
to the context of graded o-rings. In this case, the structure maps are given by 
Y 6 
expkexpl C@expk z - expk exp/ C - expk/ c. 
The map corresponding to I,U in (3.8.3) is 
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where v*= (expk v,) 0~~ and the second map is the one in 1.18. The required 
properties corresponding to (IIIo) and (IV,) reduce to (4.1.2) and (4.1.3). 
expkexp, c@expk z@expkexpb c8expk z 
v@v I 
expkexp, c@expkexpb c 
* 
x 
’ exp,, c@expkb CM expko-kbC 
(4.1.2) 
I@t7 Y 
expkl B@expkexpl z - expk/ B@expkl Z - expkl B 
so1 I 
expk expl B@ expk exp, Z 
v* 
s i 
’ expkexp( B 
(4.1.3) 
The last one is applied to the case B = expl C. These are proved by our usual 
method of checking homomorphic properties and reducing to C x C x Z and B x Z 
respectively. The last one is also a special case of 1.19. 
Alternate proof. Given a surjective gring map R+R’, which commutes with 
proposed Q-structures, if (R,f2) is a graded w-ring then so is (R’,Q’), by a trivial 
argument. This leaves us with the case when C is free abelian, since a presentation 
C-C’ is epi and hence exp C+exp C’ is epi. But now we can reduce to the case 
C = Z, since a direct limit or tensor product of graded o-rings is easily seen also to 
be one, and since C is the direct limit of its finitely generated subgroups each of 
which is a direct sum of copies of Z. But via the identification in Section 2, the case 
C=Z was done in (3; Prop. 4.71, was supposedly known to the ancients, and I 
believe follows from the content of [6]. 
Definition. Given an abelian group C, an o-ring (A,w) and a group homomor- 
phism 7: C-A, define 
YI: ew C 
e.w P 
- expl A 
WI 
-A@exp,Z 
1 O/r 
-A@Z- p A. 
Theorem 4.2. 7 = y1 0 &I and (4.2. l), (4.2.2) hold. 
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expl C@exp, C A&%&j 
X 
I I. 
exp/-m C 
Y 
*A 
expk expl C 
exp Y 
l eXpk A 
(4.2-l) 
(4.2.2) 
1 
YOl 
L 
expk/ C@ expk 2 - A@t!XpkZ 
FurthPrmore { yk) is the unique sequence of group’homomorphisms with these 
Proof. The first equation is 
&i ..:. ‘!j ;: ‘Aj:&?=l@~, 
expl C - exn A - A@expl Z 
(4.2.1) From left to right, the three squares in (4.2.3) below follow respectively 
because xp 7 is a map of grings, from (III,), and from the definition of I. 
exp P@exp p w@w 1@@1@1 
exp, C@ exp, C-------* exp, A@exp,A- A@exp, Z@)A~f&exp,Z ‘ABA 
X X C.8 X)‘P 
exp ‘7 w I@f 
explc,nC P exp/+,A *A@exp,_,Z +A 
(4.2.2) Consider diagram (4.2.4) below, where E is short for exp. 
(4.2.3) 
EEF Et0 E(100 
EkE/C ’ E,E,A * &(A @E,Z) ‘&A 
/ y 
J J /,’ 
(9 (ii) c / 
/ 
(iii) 
w 
EEy@ I E&J@1 oc31 
E,E,C@E,Z - E,E,A@E,Z - Ek(A@E,Z)@EkZ -A@E,E,Z@E,Z 
e-, 1 (VI t&l (4 
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The internal parts commute for the following reasons: (i) and (ii) by naturality of 
G; (iii) by 3.5; (iv) by the last sentence of 3.1; (v) by naturality of e; (vi) by 
3.6@expk Z; (vii) Cancel A and translate the result to a question of equality of maps 
R(CQ,))+R(Z& It then follows from formulae in [3]. But alternatively we can 
restrict to exp, Z since both maps are homomorphisms x to (.@ x) when we vary k. 
The resulting maps are homomorphisms x to (. @ .) when we vary I. But then we 
need only check on 1 E Z, which reduces to sk,Jl, 1, . . . , 1) = 1, noted just before 1.16. 
To prove uniqueness, since el is an isomorphism, y1 is determined by F= yl 0 cl. 
But now taking I= 1 in (4.2.2), we can express yk in terms of yt and o, as (4.2.5) 
shows. 
‘exPkA 
expk exp I c@ expk z w 
l A@eXpkZ 
+A 
(4.2.5) 
(a) is immediate from the definition of 0, and (b) follows from 1.12(i) since 
lk=(-,&kl). 
Note. In 4.2 we have a unique extension of 7 to a graded w-ring. To be precise 
about making exp C into the free o-ring on C, we need a technical fact about 
forgetting the grading. 
Definition. If (R, 0) is a graded o-ring, let NR = 0, Rk as a ring, and define 
o:expNR+NR@expZ 
by specifying the corresponding rk by 
5kt.h)’ ~~k~.O~k~fOX~~k,.I~k,fIXX~~~ 
where ri E Ri and the sum is over { & ) k; z 0, C k; = k). 
Lemma 4.3. (i) 7: NR-(NR@exp Z)- is exponential, so induces 
on : exp NR-+NR@exp Z. 
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(ii) (NR,wn) is an w-ring. 
(iii) For each w-ring (A, w), the set of w-maps i, : NR +A is in 1- 1 correspond- 
ence with the set of sequences {y, : R, +A] of group homomorphisms atisfying 
(4.2.1) and (4.2.2) (with R, in place of exp, C); the correspondence being 
I( C r,) = C y,(r,). 
Proof. (i) is immediate from Oo. 
(ii) In this situation it is easier to verify the r-ring axioms. In (3; Prop. 3.71 it is 
shown how to reduce checking to a set A of group generators. Here we take 
A = U,“=, R,CNR. But then the properties are immediate from those of Q. 
(iii) is very simple. 
Now letting (R, Q) in 4.3 be (exp C, Q) from 4.1, and applying 4.2 and the 
identification 3.3 of w-rings with i-rings, we immediately obtain the following: 
Main Theorem. If C is any abelian group, then (N exp C, wo) is the free L-ring on 
C, which is embedded in N exp C by E,. 
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